HEADMASTER, DUNCAN GRICE, INTRODUCES THE COLLEGE: Sharing the ethos of Malvern College UK, a leading UK independent school with a 150-year history, our aim is to offer a first rate education in Egypt to pupils of all nationalities.

VISION: We believe it is important for our pupils to have a commitment to deep-rooted values, and to be happy, respectful and open to new ideas. We aim to build self-confidence, self-discipline and self-reliance as well as responsibility and leadership skills in our pupils.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMME: Malvern College Egypt will offer an enhanced form of the English National Curriculum that is inquiry-based yet also maintains structure for academic rigour. Pupil led, collaborative learning and a focus on key learning skills will prepare our students for later examination courses.

• Early Years - The Early Years provides a safe, secure, happy and fun introduction to learning. Our approach puts the child at the centre of their learning with opportunities that are cross-curricular and meaningful. Children learn how to listen to others, to communicate their ideas effectively, to solve problems and to develop resilience by persisting with tasks they may find challenging.

• Primary School – The Primary School use a curriculum that reflects the needs of the multi-cultural student body. Our ongoing formative assessments track pupil progress and informs teacher planning to ensure that every child achieves to the best of their abilities.

In addition to daily dedicated English and Mathematics lessons, the children have specialist teachers for Physical Education, Music, Arabic and French. Older year groups additionally have specialist teachers for Design Technology and Art.

• Secondary School – Older pupils are prepared for the IGCSE syllabus and examinations before moving on to either the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme or A Level examinations. Internationally recognised programmes offer our pupils alternative academic pathways to the university of their choice. A mentorship programme will assist each pupil’s personal development.

Malvern College Egypt student

Our Egyptian pupils will have to study some subject areas in line with the Ministry of Education regulations. Our Co-Curricular Activities programme will also be extensive.

QUALITY ASSURANCE: Malvern College UK will provide continuous support to Malvern College Egypt through long-term appointment of members to Malvern College Egypt’s Board of Governors. Senior members of both schools regularly meet to share and discuss the latest educational developments and practices. An annual inspection will be conducted by Malvern College UK to ensure the quality of all aspects of Malvern College Egypt.

Malvern College Egypt will seek Edexcel, Cambridge and International Baccalaureate authorization to deliver the examination boards as well as the IBDP curriculum. Being an international school, we will also undergo school accreditation once fully developed through an international accreditation body such as the Council of International Schools (CIS).

OUR PEOPLE: Schools, however, are not about buildings – they are about people. Every member of our community from our parents and teachers through to our cleaners and security, are all valued, respected and focused on putting our children first in all that we do. All our teachers are UK nationals and UK trained except for some language teachers and teacher assistants.

For more information about fees, admissions and upcoming presentations visit our website.